I've seen more than 30 seasons come and go as a golf professional in the United States. I've seen five lads I first observed as alert and pleasant caddies, then took under my wing and trained as fine assistants, graduate into very well paying pro jobs and serve their members so well I can boast about them as assets to my professional reputation.

In my own case I haven't equalled the income that I hear some pros talk about as their own earnings, but I've done well, raised a good American family, own a home, and have enough saved so unless inflation goes wild I'll be able to take my wife and myself comfortably to the end of the line. And, that's not doing bad as a retail merchant with a small market. It's a whole lot better than I'd probably have done staying at my trade in Scotland. I have the respect and friendship of my members, some of whom I knew first as children and started them in golf by cutting down old clubs for them. I belong to the American Legion, the Masonic order and a community service organization. I get along with people. Sometimes I think that's as important in handling a club job well, as knowing golf. Hard-to-handle members, that every pro gets, now are some of my best friends, although I've always been careful not to have my club business relations and my own and my wife's social life become too closely involved with the social affairs of members.

Learning with Assistants

My assistants are for me, even these days when the kids seem to be more interested in playing careers than in golf business careers and have been misled, like many a pro, by hearing fancy fables about big money in pro golf. They know I want them to succeed in the business. If I didn't think they had it in them to do well I wouldn't have hired them.

I am not easy with them. Teaching and learning aren't easy. One time I heard two of my boys, who have become fine master professionals, talking about the work I had them doing and one kid said, "He acts like he's the Pope." I walked in then and said, "Boys, the Pope has the job of making you decent men and saving your souls from hell. I've got the job of making you both damn fine professionals and saving you from a lot of trouble you'd get into if you had to learn this business by making mistakes that would cost you your jobs. The four of us all have very tough jobs, so let's get along with them."

As I look back at that and other cases of training assistants I realize that many times the assistants were training me. As I figured out what I had to teach them I became aware of what I should do in planning my own work.

In this business you grow every hour or you slide back. You see ideas that you can apply to the pro department. Some of them work others don't. But at least they all keep the members reminded that you are on the job and trying to do the best and the latest for them. The new ideas keep them awake to the pro instead of getting accustomed to just having the pro and his shop around, like the bar and the showers. One of the good ideas I picked up was from an article in GOLFDOM in which a pro told about what he'd learned from a school teacher about teaching golf to youngsters. That led me into getting some very good ideas on teaching from a high school teacher who is a golf nut.

Don't Freeze on Learning

One of the risks of this business is that of getting our teaching pattern so set we may be slow in shifting it to the changing times. There are pros — and good ones, too — who are inclined to think that every new instruction idea is crazy. What we really need is more curious and exciting ideas that get our customers interested in golf instruction. They're all looking for magic and so are we. I want to have every man, woman and child in my club scoring around par, although I know it would be a miracle if some of them would break 100 four times in a row.

Remember when Alex Morrison came out with unorthodox ideas and a lot of the pros laughed or feared that Morrison would have the golfers so messed up they couldn't break 200 and would quit in disgust? I made money out of Morrison. When members mentioned him to me I said, "Well, I have read and thought about his book, too, so as soon as you have time for a lesson, we'll go out and see what there is in his system for you." Snead's, Nelson's, Hogan's and Novak's books all made money for me. They advertised golf instruction. Some of the ideas of these boys worked for my members. Others
didn't. There's no need of telling an experienced golf professional how the individual element of pupil and teacher is a critical factor in determining how successful golf instruction is going to be.

But the point is that the pro always has to keep informed on everything that's latest in golf instruction. The amateur golf enthusiasts are. They'll question the authoritative rating of the home club pro if he brushes off some other pro's instruction idea casually or contemptuously.

Besides—and it's the big point—the other ideas mean money for the pro. Frank Walsh's articles in GOLFING last year on the grip were worth a couple of hundred dollars at least to me, in lessons and in leading around to putting new grips on clubs of people to whom I couldn't sell new clubs.

Pro Profit from Greenkeeper

But of all the ideas I ever got the one that has meant the most profit to me came from our greenkeeper. Like many another older pro I was on a pro-greenkeeping job right after I landed in this country. There wasn't any such a thing as a budget. We tried to make the course playable and operated on whatever money we could get when the course needed it. Course maintenance has come a long way from those days.

Several years ago I was talking with our greenkeeper (he is called superintendent now) after he and our wives and I had had dinner together. He told me he had to get home and work on his budget and get his plans for winter and spring work ready for the green committee meeting a few nights away.

Then it struck me that I had no budget and no organized plans for the pro department. I knew that the way course maintenance is conducted now the job couldn't be handled properly without budgeting and planning. The more I thought about it the more I wondered if my own operating hadn't failed to keep step with the course end.

So that night I sat down and after almost 30 years in pro golf began, for the first time, getting a picture of my business in black and white. I had a general idea of what my expenses would be and how much income I could count on in a normal year. After getting interested to the point that I finally got out the copies of my income tax returns I saw that I was really shooting at a blind hole. I only knew the general direction of the cup.

What About Your Members?

There isn't a man who deserves to be called a first class businessman pro who won't find himself fascinated by a study of his business with specific figures instead of hazy generalities.

What's the condition of each member's equipment? How long have they had their clubs and bags? What's been their per season purchases at the shop? How much can they afford? Are they playing as many times a season as they should? What is their attitude toward the club, the pro department and playing? Do their wives or children play? Do the kids use the pool a lot but never play golf? How many old members are dropping out and how many new ones can we expect? Who is going in the club events and the sweepstakes and who is staying out? And why? Who takes lessons and how many? Who should be taking lessons but never has expressed any interest? Who is buying golf goods and golf apparel elsewhere and how much and why?

Those were only some of the questions I asked as I looked over our membership roster and made notes—pages and pages of notes.

I thought I knew my club members as well as any pro in the country but when I went over the list, name by name, I was shocked at discovering how much I didn't know specifically about them, and what I should know, not only to directly benefit my own business but to directly benefit the members and the club. I was surprised to find how little golf was played by some of the members who should be playing a lot and getting their money's worth out of what they spend to belong.

I went over my expenses the same way. My bookkeeping had improved on account of the income and sales tax pressure but it had been a matter of records more for the tax men than for my own study in tipping me off how to save money and how to do things that would increase the earnings of myself and my assistants.

The result of this work and study, which kept me very much interested winter evenings, was a budget that was pretty far off the marks of the next season's actual income and expenses, but it definitely steered me into more business, better and more complete service to the members, and it stopped leaks in my expenses. The budgeting turned out to be worth a whole lot more in cash to me than an equal amount of time spent in the summer on the lesson tee, and weather didn't interfere with the budget work.

But that wasn't all that came out of the idea from the greenkeeper.

Prepare in Advance

I sat down and began planning my work on paper. Usually when spring was just ahead I'd begun fixing up my shop. At that time everybody else was doing some early spring work and I had a tough time getting labor. When I saw what I'd have to do I got a lot of the work done in the (Continued on page 94)
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...winter and was able to get some handymen from the course force to do carpenter work, painting, repairing and general clean-up. As a result I got the shop in very good shape, carefully and for less than I had thought it would cost me. The back of my shop never had been the way I wanted it, and it was getting more unsatisfactory with an increasing number of bag carts. We overhauled that. Some showcases that were relics were taken out and an old man who had been working on the course in the summer built...
me some counters, tables and shelving that made the shop much better looking, much more convenient and much easier to keep clean.

I was able to get some flooring repaired and dyed but had to order some new stuff and was able to get it without having to wait almost to mid-season like a lot of the fellows do. They don't realize that shipments these days are slow, although they should when they think of how long it takes them to get some staple merchandise.

The result of that planning and work was that I was able to spend a part of January and all of February in the south, after taking care of Christmas business, and came back on the job ready to go in high gear.

The members got talking about the "new" shop. They came out to look it over when spring rains made the course a swamp over weekends. I did the biggest spring business I'd ever had. Since that time I've continued to write notes of what I see should be changed and improved in the shop as I notice these things during the season. The notes are filed away and I go over them in November and get the work planned. Each spring the members see new life in the shop and it reminds them that I'm not just content to sit around and get by.
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